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I Gircular
saw

ls fitted with a 45"
tilting fence and a particularly
useful mitre gauge (t 45').

The blade can disappear
completely under the table to
enable mitre gauge to be use'
for moulding operations.

ñ

GSurrãcer
The extra long 2000 mm

worktables, fitted with 45'
tilting fence guarantee
straightening of even particularly
long components.
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UilIUERSAT WOODTUORITER
The 2000 D is the ideal machine for all joineries who wish to carry out all

basic woodworking operations.
The 2000 D is in fact a conibined universal machine.
It can be used as a circular saw, surfacer, thicknesser, spindle moulder,

mortiser, cross cutter and knife grinder.

Reliable, safe and easy to use
The 2000D has been designed to combine a robust mechanical structure with

the accu.rqcy and reliab¡l¡tt of simple tçchnical solutions which guarantee a long
working life, requiring minimum servicing.

The operator can fully rely on the machine for safe and reliable running,
and the safely devices planned to guarantee accident free machining wlthout
limiting practical use of machine.
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5 tlortising
attachment

Fitted with a large sized table.
Horizontal, vertical and transversal

movements are rapidly carried out whilst
extra long strokes increase performance.

6 Grosscutter
The 2000D has a sliding table

to which mitre gauge with telescopic stop
rod can be fitted to enable machining of
large sized' components.

Sizing of panels up to 65 cm can be
carried out with aid of planer fence.
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/ T Knile grinding
attachment

Available on request.
Fitted on the mortiser, used with

the grinding wheel fitted on chuck, enables
all kñives to be ground simultaneously.
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-lÐ Thicknesset
Table is mounted on

a heavy ground column, equip-
ped with blocking lever to ensure
utmost rigidity even when
heaviest cuts are made.

The helicoidal ribbing of front
feeding roller guarantees
constant feeding and reduces
marking of workpiece.

Worktable with 2 adjustable
rollers can be supplied on
request for planing of
particularly resinous and damp
wood.
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4 Spindle
moulder

The rugged structure
ensures high precision machining
whilst spindle can be lowered
to disappear under table to
facilitate working with circular
SAW.
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Protective guards are not shown in several photos to clearly
evidence working.

The illusüationsatrd thê dâta co¡tai¡ed inthis brochùle de not
binding. SCM resetes the úght to mâke changes fottechDical,
commercial a¡d orgilizational leasons, the main chùactel-
istics of the machines remaidng unalteled l¡ addilion, the
parts added, such as thê protections, accessories, êtc. cil dif_
fer to confom to the laws od special lequilemeDts of the
coùnties to which the machitres de to supplied.
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